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Visit our booth
Catch a live technical demo of NComputing 
solutions from our team of experts, including the 
highly anticipated Raspberry Pi4 addition to the 
Citrix Ready Workspace Hub ecosystem.

Go hands-on with the EX400, our x86 endpoint 
solution featuring native dual monitor outputs 
supporting 4K resolutions.

Meet us at Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion
booth 1817

Find more information on the

Citrix Ready Marketplace

A typical PC uses 50-100 watts of 

power whereas our devices use as 

little as 5 watts of electricity, a 

savings of up to 90%

Our thin clients are significantly 

less expensive than PCs–slash your 

hardware costs by up to 80%

Maintenance-free and easy to 

deploy, NComputing devices 

reduce ongoing maintenance 

costs by up to 75%

INTRODUCING software to manage, configure and update endpoints at multiple sites from a central location 
with asset tracking, role-based access and certificate management, powered by Stratodesk NoTouch.

PROVIDING low-cost devices built on 
popular hardware platforms such as 
Raspberry Pi and x86. 

IMPROVE user experience with reduced boot 
time and login time while increasing endpoint 
security and productivity.

Educational institutions have long used Citrix products to simplify the delivery 
of computing platforms to students and educators. NComputing endpoints and 
management software extend that philosophy by:

Not every access location has the same set of functional 
needs. NComputing’s holistic approach to endpoints and 
management software provides the right solution for the 
job, at the right price.

HDX 3D Pro workload 
support for graphic- 
intensive applications

Differentiated session 
roaming and wireless 
docking

Broad USB peripheral 
support & compatibility

Single Sign-on Support

Choose from Citrix Ready 
workspace hub 
(Raspberry Pi) and x86 
thin clients

Optimized for Citrix 
Virtual Apps and Desktops 
to deliver full HD 
multimedia capabilities

Skype for Business voice 
and video

https://citrixready.citrix.com/ncomputing/ncomputing-rx-hdx-thin-client.html



